An insight into light as a chronobiological therapy in affective disorders
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Abstract: The field of chronobiology has vastly expanded over the past few decades, bringing together research from the fields of circadian rhythms and sleep. The importance of the environmental day–night cycle on our health is becoming increasingly evident as we evolve into a 24-hour society. Reducing or changing sleep times against our natural instincts to rest at night has a detrimental impact on our well-being. The mammalian circadian clock, termed “the suprachiasmatic nucleus”, is responsible for synchronizing our behavioral and physiological outputs to the environment. It utilizes light transduced by specialized retinal photoreceptors as its cue to set internal rhythms to be in phase with the light–dark cycle. Misalignment of these outputs results in symptoms such as altered/disturbed sleep patterns, changes in mood, and physical and mental exhaustion—symptoms shared by many affective clinical disorders. Key links to circadian abnormalities have been found in a number of disorders, such as seasonal affective disorder, nonseasonal depression, and bipolar affective disorder. Furthermore, therapies developed through chronobiological research have been shown to be beneficial in the treatment of these conditions. In this article, we discuss the impact of circadian research on the management of affective disorders, giving evidence of how a misaligned circadian system may be a contributor to the symptoms of depression and how moderating circadian rhythms with light therapy benefits patients.
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Introduction

Chronobiology is a vastly expanding field of research, incorporating both areas of circadian rhythms and sleep. Over the last decade, these two disciplines have become increasingly integrated, resulting in a better understanding of mechanisms that underpin both our physiological and behavioral daily routines. Consequently, these emerging principles are now being translated into the clinical setting and are proving to be fundamental, as the importance of both circadian rhythms and sleep in the preservation of human health is unraveled.

Through evolution, the environmental day–night cycle has been the predominant cue to which organisms have adapted their behavior. Humans have evolved into a diurnal species, preferring to sleep at night and restrict activity to the day. This daily pattern in synchronization has held true for centuries; however, modern society has begun to break away from this norm. With the advent of a “24-hour society”, we find ourselves paying less attention to our natural instincts to rest and rather favor socializing and working. Remarkably, many individuals turn to stimulants to prolong daily “active” duration in the pursuit of maximizing “awake” efficiency. However, continually
reducing the duration of rest or sleep is likely to be a key contributor to the “burnout” phenomenon, manifesting as extreme tiredness, mental exhaustion, and low mood. Thus, this cultural drift in day–night activity impacts negatively on our overall psychological well-being and health.

The synchronization of our daily behavior to the environmental day–night cycle is governed by an inherent biological clock. This clock integrates light cues and our social signals to generate a harmonic balance between internal physiology and the outside world. However, a misalignment in such a system, due to either a self-driven motivation or a clinical disorder, can result in ill health. Recently, it has been shown that some of the characteristic symptoms of natural aging, for instance, abnormal sleep patterns, are likely to be a result of a circadian desynchronization. Complex neurological conditions such as affective disorders also share common symptoms that are suggestive of a deficit in circadian regulation. Treatments that are aimed at realigning or stabilizing physiological synchronicity with the environment have proven beneficial in seasonal affective disorder (SAD), nonseasonal depression, and bipolar affective disorders. In this article, we discuss and highlight the importance of chronobiology in affective disorders. In addition, we aim to show the impact of therapies devised from our current understanding of circadian biology to treat these conditions and their beneficial effect on patients.

### The master clock and circadian entrainment

Mammals possess a master neuronal circadian pacemaker, the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which is situated within the anterior hypothalamus, beneath the third ventricle and above the optic chiasm. The SCN receives direct photic input from the eyes via the retinohypothalamic tract, providing vital information about the environmental day–night cycle. In addition, the SCN is also innervated by projections from the intergeniculate leaflet and raphe nucleus, which relay non-photic information, such as social and behavioral cues, to the clock.

Neurons of the SCN are endogenously rhythmic. These cells express circadian oscillations in both molecular gene expression of specific clock genes and in cellular electrical excitation. It is these rhythms that align themselves in response to photic and non-photic information received from afferent inputs. For instance, under a typical day–night cycle, the SCN displays increased electrical excitation during the day relative to the night. It is these outputs that will, in turn, provide a timing cue for other physiological systems, such as those governing sleep.

For humans, this synchronization presents itself through our preference to be active during the day and asleep at night. In addition, such synchronization can be modified by other neuronal systems governed by behavioral stimuli, such as social activities, meal times, and exercise. The incorporation of these behavioral signals and the light–dark cycle provides ultimate entrainment of an individual. For the purpose of this review, we will focus on aspects of circadian entrainment that have been identified to contribute to the mood disorders discussed in subsequent sections. For a detailed review on entrainment mechanisms, see Lall et al.

### Light input to the circadian clock

In mammals, light information enters the physiological system exclusively via the eye. This ocular detection of ambient light intensity, or irradiance, performs a significant role in circadian entrainment in addition to image-forming vision. When light reaches the retina, three classes of photoreceptor cells – rods, cones, and intrinsically photoreceptive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) – decode and communicate photic information for further processing. For the purpose of visualization, rod and cone photoreceptors provide the core translational pathway; however, the task of circadian photoentrainment has been largely attributed to the subset of retinal ganglion cells possessing the novel photopigment melanopsin: the ipRGCs. For a detailed review on photoreceptor contribution to circadian entrainment, see Lucas et al.

Light-evoked innervations from the combined actions of all classes of photoreceptor are signaled directly to the SCN via multisynaptic circuitry of the retinohypothalamic tract. These act to drive non-image-forming (NIF) responses of circadian photoentrainment, pupillary light reflex, pineal melatonin suppression, and sleep propensity. However, the communicated photic information is not defined simply by duration of light, as retinal sensitivity is subject to irradiance and spectral composition. It has been shown experimentally that the rod class of photoreceptor has the greatest sensitivity to light, with very low illumination still able to contribute to photoentrainment in the absence of other NIF responses. Under higher levels of irradiance, cones play a greater role in retinal decoding and, in turn, NIF responses, but essentially the melanopsin-containing ipRGCs provide the greatest contribution. Further, photoreceptor sensitivity has been demonstrated to vary according to wavelength of light. For melanopsin, peak sensitivity occurs around 480 nm, suggesting lighting within the blue spectral range as being optimal for eliciting entraining photic cues. Despite this class of photoreceptor being maximally sensitive...
to light and able to integrate ambient light levels throughout the duration of an entire day, it possesses very low sensitivity, requiring bright light for optimal signaling. Together, this has formed the basis of light therapy treatments typically comprising bright white or blue lights which are given during the day with the sole purpose of activating the melanopsin system and increasing photic signaling to the circadian clock, thus increasing the daylight signal to, in turn, drive circadian synchronization (entrainment).

**Light as a therapeutic tool**

A desynchronized circadian system results in significant changes in mood and sleep, such as those acutely experienced during jetlag. However, it is the presence of light that is able to drive the resynchronization of these systems through the SCN. Hence, this knowledge and understanding of the circadian system has led to the use of light in the treatment of psychiatric conditions that show symptoms of a destabilized clock. Bright bursts of light can act as strong signals to the SCN, thereby reinforcing daylight presence. Early controlled studies using bright light as a therapeutic tool for 3 hours in the morning and 3 hours in the evening during the winter months proved an effective treatment for SAD “winter depression”, with the light stimulus acting to elongate the amount of daylight available throughout the day.21

Initially, light treatments for longer durations at lower intensities (approximately 2,500 lux) were shown to be effective in eliciting an antidepressant response.21 However, increasing light intensity to 10,000 lux for 30–40 minutes yielded comparable remission rates in subsequent SAD studies.22,23 In addition to intensity, spectral composition of light may be important. Typically polychromatic “white light” has shown greatest efficacy.21 However, following the discovery of melanopsin, light stimuli shifted toward the blue visual spectral range may be beneficial in achieving greater potency.24

In addition to discrete bursts of light, a paradigm simulating the onset of dawn using illumination has also shown promise in the treatment of affective disorders. Such dawn simulation treatments are administered at the end of the night, lasting up to 2 hours in duration, during which environmental lighting is raised gradually from darkness to 250 lux, thus mimicking sunrise.25,26 Difficulty in awakening is often a common symptom found in SAD patients, and it is likely that dawn simulation acts to alleviate such symptoms by decreasing morning drowsiness.27–29 In addition, such treatment has been shown to generate greater remission and response rates when compared against therapies involving a single pulse of bright light.30 Finally, it has been proposed that dawn simulation induces its effect by altering circadian phase in individuals.31

Adverse effects associated with light treatment are minimal. Several studies describe mild visual disturbances, including eyestrain and photophobia.21 Agitation, headaches, and eye irritations are reported across affective disorder trials;21 however, these are likely to be significantly minimized in dawn simulation paradigms. In a review of nonseasonal light therapy trials, the frequency of these symptoms was not shown to be significantly different from the control groups.32 In terms of ocular safety, a study of long-term exposure to light treatment did not reveal ophthalmological problems in participants.33,34 Overall, light therapy is considered well tolerated and safe, and presents with a convincing risk-to-benefit ratio.33

**Chronotherapeutics and affective disorders**

Over the last few decades, research into both mammalian circadian rhythms and sleep has been rapidly progressing, with a growing wealth of knowledge in the basic understanding of mechanisms that underlie each process. More recently, the realization of the importance of these findings in human health has been brought to the forefront. For example, the association between changes in various circadian rhythms and the occurrence of mood disorders has been extensively documented. Specifically, abnormalities in patterns in biochemical, neuroendocrine, physiological, and behavioral outputs have been widely observed in patients suffering from affective disorders.35 In this section, we will focus on the chronobiological significance and impact of light on seasonal, nonseasonal, and bipolar affective disorders.

**Seasonal affective disorder**

SAD is a clinical subtype of major depression, first defined in a seminal report by Rosenthal et al in 1984.28 SAD, or winter depression, presents in patients during the autumn and winter months with symptoms such as severe changes in mood, energy, and appetite.36 The seasonal dependence of SAD is strongly correlated with the decrease in daylight hours during symptomatic months. Conversely, as the day length increases, these symptoms are attenuated, leading to remission in the summer. The underlying mechanisms driving SAD have been associated with a deficit of the circadian system to adapt to the changing environment, predominately the light–dark cycle. The precise workings remain unclear; however, a number of key candidates or pathways have been proposed.
centering on the desynchronization of internal circadian-driven physiology with the external environment.

In the first instance, changes in hormonal rhythms have been linked to SAD onset; of particular interest is the hormone melatonin, referred to as the “sleep hormone”. Melatonin levels typically rise at night and reach their lowest point during the day. The majority of circulating melatonin is produced by the pineal gland. The rhythmic profiling of melatonin is regulated, in part, by the light–dark cycle, as light acts to suppress production, thus driving the cyclic nature of this hormone. More significantly, the onset in expression of melatonin provides a strong biomarker for assessing circadian synchronization. Dim light melatonin onset (DLMO) is a useful indicator obtained by collection of sequential blood or saliva samples every 30–60 minutes, from early evening until bedtime, under dim light conditions. This marker provides an excellent output of internal physiological entrainment when correlated to the environmental light–dark and sleep cycles.

Sufferers of SAD exhibit a number of traits linked to this defined melatonin rhythm. Affected patients have been shown to express a delay in the DLMO coupled with a lengthened nocturnal and elevated secretion profile during the winter. Due to the responsiveness of melatonin secretion to light, one of the major treatment strategies for SAD has centered on using light as a therapeutic agent. Bright light presented to patients during the morning or during both the morning and afternoon for around 3 hours resulted in significant remission rates in SAD individuals. The positive impact of light in the treatment of SAD is clear; however, its mode of action through adjustment of DLMO is still debatable, thus the antidepressant efficacy of light therapy cannot be defined by its effect on melatonin secretions alone. To this end, it has been proposed that light acts by resetting key internal rhythms governed by the circadian clock, thus realigning physiological phase to the environment.

In addition to melatonin, the neurotransmitter serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine [5-HT]) has been associated with modulation of behavior, emotion, and circadian rhythms. Interestingly, hypothalamic serotonin concentrations investigated in postmortem samples revealed a distinctive seasonal pattern, with lower levels of serotonin detectable in the winter. In addition, there is a higher degradation of serotonin associated with light environments characteristic of winter months, and an amplified rate of serotonin production in direct response to bright sunlight. Further, reduced brain serotonin levels share many similarities to SAD, for instance, carbohydrate craving, hyperphagia, hypersomnia, and attenuated melatonin levels. The role of serotonin in SAD is, however, uncertain. Acute reduction in serotonin levels in SAD patients remitting during the summer months has been shown to force sufferers into depressive relapse. However, there is variability in the data, with other groups showing little or no effect. Depressive severities in SAD patients are also unaffected by indirect depletion of serotonin levels. Together, these findings call into question the role and specificity of a disrupted serotonergic drive. Interestingly, SAD patients treated with pharmacological agents that increase serotonin together with light treatments did not respond significantly more than those using light alone; however, relapse rates in those taking the combination were slower.

Nonseasonal depression

The association between nonseasonal depression and chronobiology is one that is not made very often by clinicians or patients; however, there is accumulating evidence that has strengthened the link between circadian disruptions and the characteristic symptoms of nonseasonal depression. These include delayed sleep onset, non-restful sleep, early morning waking, daytime fatigue, and diurnal mood variation. Typical treatments have focused predominantly on pharmacological interventions, mainly targeting the serotonergic pathways. The most commonly used are selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), which act to increase endogenous levels of serotonin.

Having established commonalities among symptoms with SAD, the effectiveness of light treatment in nonseasonal depression has been investigated. Interestingly, therapeutic use of light in nonseasonal depressive individuals has shown optimal results at high intensities (>2,500 lux) scheduled to last between 30 minutes and 2 hours—a similar effect size to that observed in SAD patients. Further, the combination of light regimens with antidepressant compounds such as imipramine, sertraline, and citalopram has been shown to significantly improve mood, with faster response rates than an antidepressant-only control group. In addition, melatonin levels have also been found to show significant differences in patients with nonseasonal major depression when compared with healthy individuals. Due to the very nature of nonseasonal depression and its multifactorial causes and symptoms, a purely chronobiological light-driven treatment regime would be difficult to apply. However, it is likely that some patients may benefit from those interventions that target specific circadian-related symptoms— if nothing else, to alleviate those patients specifically from their suffering.
Bipolar affective disorder

Bipolar affective disorder presents with a complex etiology and patients alternate between unpredictable mood states, typically between depression and normal affect or between depression and manic state. In general, behavioral therapies are used with caution in this population due to the unstable and temperamental nature of the disorder. However, patients have been found to respond to light treatments in a similar manner observed in a nonseasonal depressive group. Chronotherapeutic strategies have included sleep deprivation in combination with light treatments to good effect, with rapid antidepressant responses observed, within 48 hours in some cases, which were sustained for a noteworthy 7 weeks. However, light therapy in this population can result in a switch to mania or hypomania in response to treatment. Thus, it is imperative that the use of light therapy is closely monitored to avoid such relapses. Currently, pharmacological interventions show the greatest promise in the treatment of bipolar affective disorder, but therapies centered on strengthening circadian physiological and behavioral output are showing promise.

Pharmacological chronobiotic interventions

A range of pharmacological agents have been utilized in the management of affective disorders, employing direct or indirect chronobiotic properties. Lithium, a mainstay psychopharmacological treatment in bipolar disorder, is known to consistently alter circadian phase of an individual. Melatonin formulations, such as Circadin®, and melatonin analogs, including ramelteon and tasimelteon, are found to be effective treatments in a range of insomnia disorders, but have not been studied extensively as antidepressant agents.

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are widely used as first-line treatments in clinical practice for the treatment of SAD and nonseasonal depression. The precise mechanism of action is debatable, but SSRIs influence the serotonergic system to improve overall mood. Interestingly, SSRIs have been found to alter circadian rhythms at both cellular and behavioral levels, hence, it is likely that some of the positive effects of SSRIs are through their regulation of the circadian system.

However, SSRIs are commonly associated with serious adverse effects, including reported gastrointestinal effects, weight changes, sexual dysfunction, and sleep disturbances. Indeed, recent media attention has highlighted previously unrecognized side effects of SSRI use during pregnancy causing birth defects during development in utero. Moreover, SSRIs have a slow onset of action, thus it can be 2–8 weeks or more before a detectable therapeutic response is achieved. Consequently, it is not surprising that the adherence of patients to SSRIs is poor, with a recent study reporting 40%–50% failure during the maintenance period of treatment.

Recently, a novel dual melatonergic and specific serotonergic antidepressant, agomelatine (Valdoxan), has shown potential in SAD patients. This compound aims to address both the abnormalities in the DLMO and the decrease in serotonin levels found in SAD. Agomelatine has been observed to demonstrate a rapid onset of action and effective symptomatic alleviation and offers a lower risk of relapse or discontinuation of symptoms in nonseasonal depressive individuals when compared to either a comparator or placebo.

Conclusion

Research into circadian rhythms and sleep has opened up a whole new avenue in our understanding of many clinical conditions. Of these, affective disorders appear to have aspects of circadian dysfunction that are clearly presented in their symptoms. However, the treatment regimes are not so clear-cut. Pharmacological interventions show potency, but can be hindered by undesirable side effects. Conversely, the use of light as a therapeutic aid shows great promise; coupled with potentially minimal or no unwanted side effects. It is imperative that we continue to work on optimizing such chronobiological interventions so as to fully realize their analeptic potential.
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